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From USA Today Bestselling Author Cora Kenborn comes the Marchesi Empire, a forbidden
enemies-to-lovers dark mafia romance duet.Never flirt with fire...Eight weeks ago, Johnny
Malone showed up at my office, flipping a playing card between his fingers like I was wasting his
time.Me. The one with the Ph.D.The one a self-confessed arsonist came to for help in controlling
his "urges."The one he visits every week and undresses with his eyes.Lethal dark eyes that
drown me in fiery lust and constant lies.But the deeper I sink the more those ethical lines blur,
and his charm overshadows his inner demons.Ones with no family, no friends, and no past.Just
a standing Tuesday appointment.He's hiding from something.Or someone...And I intend to find
out.I've always had strict rules about men:No liars.No patients.No criminals.In one afternoon, I
broke all three.They say you should never play with fire...Now I know why.*Torched Spades is
book 1 in the Marchesi Empire Duet. The conclusion, Tortured Hearts, releases June 2nd.
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To Ronda…Thanks for putting socks on my feet.

Author Note Dear Reader,Torched Spades is the first book in the Marchesi Empire Duet. Please
note that it does end in a cliffhanger. Book two, Tortured Hearts will be released June 2nd.This
book contains dark themes such as extreme violence and dubious consent. Please proceed with
caution.While the hero in this dark mafia romance duet was first introduced in Stained White
Lines, the bonus novel of the Carrera Cartel Collection, the Marchesi Empire is a complete
standalone duet.Welcome to Providence, Rhode Island, where nothing is ever as it
seems.xoxo,Cora



Chapter OneJOHNNY If you play hard, you pay harder… It’s a philosophy I’ve heard all my life.
One that, up until six months ago, never applied to me. Forget flying under the radar; I soared
above it. I took every risk and beat every odd.Twice.But a man can only live like a god for so long
before the Devil comes calling. By then, it’s game over. No amount of money or power or status
will save you. At that point, you either sell your soul or rot in hell.I still had a few debts to pay in
this life, so I took the deal, a rash decision that has me walking the straight and narrow. I’ve never
cared much for rules, especially now that I’m being forced to play by someone else’s.Which is
exactly what I’m doing by wandering the halls of the Providence County Courthouse. Rule
following. Line holding. Lane staying. Instincts that are as natural as eating soup with a fork.Two
turns later, I come to a stop in front of a closed door. Locking all that chaotic shit up in the back of
my mind, I knock once, not waiting for a response before walking inside.Owen Holmes glances
up from behind his sad little oak desk. Unsurprisingly, not a hair on his blond head is out of
place, his clean-shaven face as uniform as the rest of him. If he wasn’t such a pain in my ass, I’d
wonder if he was straight off the justice assembly line.“Johnny Malone. Nice of you to show up.” I
bite back a scowl as he gestures toward the empty chair in front of his desk. “You’re
late.”Shrugging, I walk past him and sink onto the black leather. “Am I?” Without breaking eye
contact, I pull a playing card from the pocket of my leather jacket and flip it between my
fingers.His gaze wanders to my hand, watching a full revolution before looking away. “We’ve
discussed this, Johnny. Your days of doing as you please are over. We have a deal, and I expect
you to be on time.” He raps his knuckles on the corner for emphasis.Those are bold words for a
guy with Napoleon nuts. I had this guy figured out ten minutes into our first meeting. He likes to
swing them around, but when challenged by a real pair of coglioni, they shrivel like raisins. “Our
‘deal’ as you call it, is for Fridays at three o’clock, and it’s”—lifting my wrist, I flash my watch
—“ten-twenty-two on Tuesday morning. I don’t appreciate being summoned out of the bed I just
crawled into, so get the fuck on with it.”He rests his forearms on his desk and clasps his hands
together. “I hear things have been going well with the new job.”“From what you hear…” I repeat,
chuckling at the pathetic tap dance we perform each week—thirty minutes of talking while
saying nothing. It’s like a badly scripted sitcom, only without the laugh track to lighten the mood.
“You’re my new probation officer. Don’t act like you don’t log my every move into a color-coded
spreadsheet.”“You knew the terms of—”“Yeah, yeah, I knew the terms of the transfer when I
accepted it. Commit the crime, do the time, right, Officer Holmes?”He grits his teeth. “Just Owen
will be fine.”“The point is, I’ve shown up at the Port of Providence docks at 11:50 p.m. sharp
every night for four weeks now.” Slouching back in the chair, I kick my mud-caked military boots
up on his desk and smirk. “Third shift was a nice touch, by the way.”Living like the undead has
been just another kick in the dick. I’ve never been afraid of hard work, but running a forklift from
shipping containers to the warehouse like some industrial valet is testing my limits.Either my
edge is dulling or his is sharpening because instead of choking on the bait, he spits it back at
me. “Don’t act surprised I included an insurance policy. If a predator hunts at night, you don’t
cage it during the day.”I can feel my expression tighten. I’m not in the mood for fucking wildlife



metaphors. Six months ago, I could’ve ended this whole thing with one phone call. Now, thanks
to the flick of a match and an eyewitness, I’m stuck doing manual labor in a state smaller than
Owen’s ball sack.The deeper that knife sinks, the slower and more deliberate I flip the card
between my fingers. “I’m a busy man, Owen. Cut to the chase.”An agitated breath whistles
through his teeth. “I called you here not just as your probation officer, but as the only friend you
have in this city.”I glance up, trapping the card between my index and middle fingers. “I’d
reconsider that statement if I were you.” He holds my stare as I sweep my feet off the desk and
lean in close. “You’ve seen what happens to my friends.”There’s a brief moment where I’m not
sure if he’s going to call for security or go for the gun I know he keeps stashed in his desk. I’m
game either way. Unfortunately, his palms remain flat against the wood, and he starts again.“We
need to discuss what’s happened with your other probation requirement.” He pauses as if
watering down the reality of that “requirement” will counteract their impending destruction.“If
you’re implying I haven’t been seeing the old bastard, you can fuck right off.” I flip my middle
finger at him, quickly lifting the other three for a visual aid before he gets his dick in a knot.
“Haven’t missed a Tuesday yet.” Although I’d rather walk through a burning building wearing
kerosene cologne.Thirty days ago, the stipulation seemed like a slap on the wrist. Now, I’m
wondering if life behind bars might have been the better alternative. Being forced to sit quietly
one day a week while some dickhead shrink psychoanalyzes me is a living hell. Each one is so
smug—so confident they can fix the twisted pieces in my head, the ones that make me do what I
do, the ones that make me crave what I crave—until they’re not.“Your attendance isn’t the issue.”
Pointing to the file folder sitting on his desk, Owen taps the center with his index finger. “You’re
being assigned a new psychiatrist.”I slam my fist on the desk. “Why?”He stares at my hand as if I
just answered my own question. “According to Dr. Kerrigan’s referral letter, you’re belligerent,
uncooperative, combative, and I quote”—he picks up a piece of paper from the open folder
sitting on his desk—“‘so innately evil, I’m questioning thirty years of staunch atheism.’”Rolling my
eyes, I shift back into my seat. “That’s a little dramatic.”“He said you asked him if he’d considered
his attire to be a health hazard.”“It was a legitimate question.”“He then said you warned him that
linen is highly flammable and once ignited acts as its own wick.”“I was simply—”“Giving the man
a heart attack,” he chides, glaring at me out of the corner of his eye as he reads. “You went on to
describe, in detail, that a body on fire can sustain its own flame. How after the skin peels away,
human fat leaks out and serves as natural fuel, keeping the body a charcoaled inferno for up to
seven hours.”I shrug. “Knowledge saves lives, Holmes.”Frowning, he shoves the letter back into
the folder. “You were being an antagonist ass. Not to mention, he’s the second doctor to release
you as a patient in less than a month.”I shrug. “Not my fault. Don’t ask questions if you can’t
handle the answers.”According to the vein about to pop on Holmes’s forehead, he doesn’t agree.
“You’re starting to create a buzz and not a good one. That makes both our lives a lot
harder.”Kerrigan was unequipped and unprepared to handle someone like me. The man was a
skittish pony used to depressed housewives and participation trophy toddlers, not a pyromaniac
fireman convicted of arson.So, I had fun with him.Apparently, a little too much.“Luckily, your



referral has already been processed.” Plucking another paper from the folder, Owen pushes it
toward me. “Dr. Brennan is a greatly respected and highly recommended Brown University
graduate closer to your age who specializes in your particular issue.”Great. This is the last thing I
need. I didn’t get rid of that half-senile bastard, just to get stuck with some hotshot looking to use
my head as a psychological sandbox.I push it back. “No. Hell, no.”“This isn’t up for discussion,”
he clips, and I have to stop myself from punching him.Instead, I rise to my feet and jab my finger
across the desk. “If you think I’m going to let some ivy-clad frat boy jerk his Ph.D. in front of me
just to keep some power-hungry judge happy—”I’m cut off by the sound of feet hitting the
floor.“You don’t have a choice! You set the fire. You got caught. You fucked up, and you took the
deal,” he accuses, jabbing a finger back at me. “End of story. The only alternative is twenty to
life.”I’m pissed. Not because of what he said, but because it’s true. I don’t have a choice. Not
since I put my soul on the auction block. If I could turn back time, all debts would be paid in a
more permanent fashion. Unfortunately, on this side of the law, penance is a long game.“I want
your word, Johnny. Promise me you’ll meet with Dr. Brennan next Tuesday.” He lowers his arm,
his voice heavy with fatigue. “And not be a dick.”“And if I refuse?”“Don’t make me say it.”He
doesn’t have to… If I don’t comply, everything I’ve sacrificed will have been for nothing. The rules
here don’t bend; they shatter… And contrary to what Holmes would like to tell himself,
whatever’s left wouldn’t land in a steel cage.Because of that, I’ll abide by his terms. But if he
thinks I’m going to make this easy on anyone, he should take another hard look at that fucking
file on his desk.“How long do I have to play the tolerant patient?”“As long as it takes.”“Owen…” I
say sharply.He sighs. “Six months.”“Two.”“Five.”“Three.”Holmes scrapes a hand down his face.
“Four and that’s the best I can do. Don’t push me, Johnny. I mean it.”Gritting my teeth, I jerk out a
nod. “Fine. But I suggest you keep your word on all other fronts,” I warn.His stony expression
gives nothing away, but I don’t need to see fear to sense it. Owen knows there’s only so long a
man like me can be cornered before he strikes. My transfer agreement wasn’t a one-sided deal.
If I find out he’s not upholding his end, I’ll burn Providence to the ground.Starting with
him.Neither of us speaks again as I storm out of his office and slam the door. “This is bullshit!” I
roar, not giving a damn who hears me. With as many conflicting thoughts as I have zipping
around in my head, maybe I really do need a fucking psychiatrist.Go back in there and knock his
teeth out.Pussy, you caved to Napoleon Nutbag.Four months for all you’ve sacrificed?By the
time I make it to the main floor, I can’t take it anymore. Half an hour of restrained rage explodes,
and I drive my fist into the cinder block wall. Which, hindsight being twenty-twenty, wasn’t the
best idea—especially when hearing my knuckles crack.“Hey, are you okay?”I freeze as a woman
moves in behind me. Fuck, her voice sounds like melted sin. Unsettling and addictive, like sharp
nails drawing blood down bare skin. “Go away,” I grit out through a rough exhale.“Yeah, I would,
but I’m pretty sure destruction of county property is a revolving door.”Jesus, the more I ignore
her, the more she talks. “A revolving…?” Then it hits me. This woman thinks I’m on hiatus from an
ankle bracelet. Turning, I take an intimidating step toward her. “Sweetheart, I’m on edge, not on
trial.” I meet her gaze, expecting to see fear. Instead, a pair of icy blue eyes stare at me from



behind thin, wire-rimmed glasses.Damn. Bait and switch.The voice may be melted sin, but the
wrapping is frozen virtue.The woman in front of me is as uptight as they come. Her blonde hair is
pulled back in one of those low buns, revealing a fresh face void of any makeup. But that’s just
the prelude. That polyester business suit she’s wearing should be brought up on charges
because it’s suffocating the shit out of any curves she may have.Still, there’s a presence about
her. A raw sensuality that makes no damn sense. Her confidence doesn’t line up with her
appearance, and that pinched expression doesn’t lend itself to much evaluation.A discreet
clearing of a throat knocks me out of my thoughts and back into the bleak hallway where she’s
still staring at me.“Of course…” She props her elbow on her cocked hip, a red apple tucked in
her hand. “Because everyone wanders courthouses punching concrete.”“It’s cinder block.”A hint
of a smile tugs at her lips before they part, and she sinks her teeth into the apple, mumbling, “My
mistake.”My brilliant comeback is to glare at her.Under normal circumstances, I wouldn’t tolerate
such disrespect, but something’s twisting my insides—mostly irritation—but also inexplicable
interest. Nothing about this woman is my type, but something about the way she’s licking the
juice off her lip hits like a punch to the dick.“Mind your own business, lady. I’m kind of having a
bad day here.”“Looks like it’s about to get even worse.” Before I can argue, she steps closer,
nodding to my swollen fist. “Wiggle your fingers.”I don’t want to wiggle my damn fingers. I want
her to shut up and leave me alone. Unfortunately, her presence is fucking with my ability to make
rational decisions.“I’m fine,” I grumble.She rolls her eyes. “Yes, I know… You’re a big, tough guy,
and my hoo-ha is quaking in your manly presence. Just indulge me, okay?”“Your hoo-what?” I
don’t know whether to be impressed or insulted, because I’m not completely sure what the fuck
she just said. Shaking my head, I turn to walk away. “Forget it. I don’t have time for this.”“Are you
right-handed or left-handed?”Jesus Christ. Spinning back around, I narrow my eyes at her.
“Right-handed, but what does that have to do with—?”“Think fast.” The words barely leave her
mouth before she draws her arm back and chucks the half-eaten apple at my head. I can take a
punch, but I draw the line at getting hit by flying fruit.So, I don’t think; I react and catch it.In my
right hand.A sharp pain explodes up my arm.“What the fuck?” Cursing again, I drop the apple,
watching the sticky trail it leaves behind as it rolls across the floor. The sound of a tongue
clicking draws my attention back up to the tilted head and pursed lips in front of me.“That’s what
I thought. Your hand is messed up, big guy. I suggest you get it looked at and consider taking
your aggression out on pillows from now on.” Stepping forward, she flashes me a private smile.
“It appears concrete fights back.”“Again, it’s cinder block… And fuck you.”We stare in silence for
a moment before she bends down and retrieves her edible weapon. The angle tightens that boxy
skirt across her ass, and, okay, maybe there’s one part of her that outfit didn’t victimize.A nice
ass and an attitude usually make for an interesting night, and in another life, I’d enjoy taming
both. But that’s the kind of shit that got me a saddled with an arrogant shrink and a pain-in-the-
ass watchdog.All my attention needs to be focused north instead of south.“Enjoy your fucking
apple,” I mutter, leaving her to whatever she’s doing inside this particular circle of hell. By the
time I make it to my car and hit the gas, my hand feels like it just spent an hour as a speedbump



on the fucking Audubon.But pain is the least of my concerns.Next week a new problem will
darken my doorstep. One that has me crossing four lanes of traffic without a single glance in the
rearview mirror.My new psychiatrist will be just another smug academic-type who thinks
slapping clinical labels on me will diffuse the degenerate sadist lurking beneath
them. Knowledge is a dangerous beast.Let him try to break what’s already broken.We’ll see who
begs for mercy first. 
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The Romantic Rush Blog, “Delicious duet starter. Another dark and angsty mafia romance from
Cora Kenborn. A complicated anti-hero, a multi-layered, resilient heroine, unexpected twists,
dynamic tension, and a forbidden connection. What an intriguing and compelling start to this
powerful duet.From the start, I knew our anti-heroic hero Johnny would be such a captivating
character. A convinced pyromaniac on parole, he’s devised a unique and secretive arrangement
to protect his freedom, an arrangement that now includes mandatory visits with a new
psychiatrist, after he’s pushed a few former doctors away. His new doctor turns out to be the
alluring Becca Bernnan, who just so happens to be the beautiful but sassy women he recently
bumped into. And Becca is not going to be so easy scare away- nor is denying their dynamic
attraction, even if both have thins they are hiding.While the exposition moved a bit slowly for me,
once this story kicked in, I was addicted. Johnny is a classic Kenborn hero but with a bit of a
twist. He’s as intense and destructive as the fires he sets, there’s practically a barely contained
manic energy just vibrating off of him. He’s got a dark and twisted streak, he can be ruthless and
unapologetic, but there’s also an inherent vulnerability to him that is not yet fully unleashed- he’s
not a man unaware or lost to impulses, he’s got a calculating quality that I find so fascinating.
And I love a smart and self-possessed heroine like we have with Becca. She’s suffered her own
adversity, and her own stoic, tight-laced structure is challenged by Johnny- his dynamic
turbulence unsettles her and captures her.The chemistry is complicated, as is their connection-
certainly a bit taboo given the doctor-patient aspect as well as their light vs. dark parallelism. But
these characters are so much more than that, both determined to unearth the other. They way
the battle each other with their minds makes for a story as compelling psychologically as it is
erotically engaging. And, like always, there are twists and secrets to unfurl. Prepare for a cliffy
and for desperation- excited to discover just how this duet ends.4.5 stars”

Marcella, “Loved it!!. OMG!!! I loved this book. I want more! I need more. It pulls you in and keeps
you at the edge of your seat. Such an amazing story!!Becca is a such a great character. I wanted
to throttle her as much as I wanted to hug her. LOL She’s so damaged that you want to help her
but she’s strong enough that you know she doesn’t need you. But there’s one person, one man
she does need.Johnny has me all sorts of upside down. He’s so complex and so transparent
that you’re not sure what he’s thinking but you know one thing… He’s falling for his Doc.But not
everyone is who they seem. Not everything is as it appears.The ending has you begging for
more. I cannot wait to get the next book.”

Reah Reads Romance, “OH JOHNNY!!!     . What did I just read? OMG! I went into this book
with great expectations simply because Cora Kenborn ROCKS dark mafia! However, I was NOT
ready for the intense emotional roller coaster I was given a ticket to when I opened this book! I
could NOT put this book down! Johnny and Becca are AMAZING! The chemistry between these



two begins at their first ‘by chance’ meeting and continues through out the pages. Johnny is
definitely in the running for hottest alpha around! The banter between Johnny and Becca is
written as only Cora can! Phenomenal! Not only does this book deserve five stars It also
deserves 5 peppers for the spice!!!       I can NOT wait for book 2!”

Intel Chicky Reads Romance (Kara Merideth), “Holy wow!!. Story: Trope: tabooAngst: Smexy:
Torched Spades is a non-stop, high adrenaline ride that grabs you from the first page and never
lets go! Becca Brennan gets a new patient in Johnny Malone, an ex firefighter turned arsonist.
But when Johnny comes to believe their earlier, first meeting wasn't accidental, he starts stalking
her to find the truth. The chemistry between them is too much for either of them, but with secrets
spilling from every direction and no one being as they appear, the fallout may be too much for
anyone to survive.Holy cr@p, what did I just read?!?! Super intense! And that cliffhanger!! Fast
paced, super well written, and tons of action - this book was perfection! The only thing that
would have made it better would to have it all contained in one book. Johnny was super fracking
hot! Controlling, super protective and possessive, he staked a claim on her and she was his, lol. I
love how smart Becca is and her spine of steel. Just tons of heat between the two of them I
simply cannot wait for the conclusion to this duet!”

Jillian J, “Be prepared for the ultimate hotness!. “Beg me” the teasing last line of this addictive
enemies to lovers romance. More than an outstanding, depraved, torch burning, melt your
panties start to the series!Ms. Cora has created an amazing world of dark seeded sin and
seduction! It starts from the first moment you open the book, it becomes an addiction. You not
only want it, you need, it’s a crave until you reach the end, begging for more. Be warned, this will
leave you on an EPIC cliffhanger! And oh yes, it’s so worth it!Becca and Johnny have fast
forwarded into my favorite darker romance couples if you will. The seduction, fire engine red
HOT! The intimate moments, yeah there should be an extinguisher, but lord have mercy, let’s not
put that inferno out! They are full of so many secrets, when the story unfolds you will be blown
away.Dive in, feel that burn on the tips of your fingers as you turn the pages! When you invite the
Devil, will you feel the heat? Or will you see a side of a fire queen? Are you ready? ”

Elizabeth Catherine Williams, “Gripping and riveting. Yet another amazing read by Cora Kenborn
that had me hooked from the first page. A fantastic storyline with so many twists and turns with
an undercurrent of secrets, lies and guilt.All the character’s were superb and so interesting it was
easy to dive into their intensely dark and dangerous world.I love how this book drew me in and
kept me on my toes throughout.Edgy, alluring characters and phenomenal love scenes, it’s a
gripping and riveting read.I cannot wait for Johnny and Becca’s conclusion as there is definitely
more secrets to unravel and lots of questions that need to be answered.I absolutely loved it!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Just amazing !!!. The depth of story with this book is just brilliant, layers



upon layers of emotion, intrigue, and two fantastic characters in Johnny and Becca. The
chemistry between these two is off the charts !!!Read this book in one sitting I could not put it
down, any other book after this will pale in comparison.Cannot wait for the second book, roll on
May”

CLAYR CATHERALL, “I so need to read more books by this author.. Torched Spades was an
incredible beginning to this duet. I was on the edge of my seat from start to finish. Johnny and
Becca’s story was full of twists, danger, suspense, and it was so HOT! Can’t wait for Tortured
Hearts.”

The book by Cora Kenborn has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 158 people have provided feedback.
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